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Our Airlines
Air Transport International (ATI)
Air Wisconsin (ARW) 
Alaska (ALA)
Cathay Pacific U.S.
Compass (CPZ)
Endeavor Air (EDV)
Envoy Air (AMR)
Frontier (FA9)
GoJet (GJS)
Hawaiian (HAL)
Horizon (HZN)
Mesa (MSA)
Miami (MAI)
Norwegian U.S. (NCC)
Omni Air International (OAI)
Piedmont (PED)
PSA Airlines (PSA)
Silver Airways (SIL)
Spirit (SPR)
United (UAL)

AFA-CWA DEPARTMENTS
(800) 424-2401 (toll-free)
(202) 434-1300 (main line)
Accounting
Air Safety, Health & Security
Collective Bargaining
Communications
Employee Assistance Program
Government Affairs
Legal
Membership Services
Organizing

AFA-CWA MISSION STATEMENT
The Association of Flight Attendants – CWA (AFA-CWA) was founded in 1945 as a democratic member driven union. 

AFA-CWA’s mission is to unite all professional Flight Attendants in order to achieve fair compensation, job security, seniority 
protections, and improved quality of life through organizing, bargaining and political action while serving as the leading voice 
for a safe, healthy and secure aircraft cabin for passengers and crew alike.

It is a core value of AFA-CWA to promote economic and social justice for all workers through education and action. We are 
committed to the broadest employment of our members regardless of age, color, disability, marital status, national origin, 
race, religion, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, and gender expression.

AFA-CWA will continue to preserve and build upon the proud history of our struggles and accomplishments. (BOD 2013)

Our Union

© copyright, AFA-CWA
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Table of Contents Together, We Move Our Profession Forward 
AFA-CWA prides itself on being a member driven union.  As a union of 
50,000 members at 20 airlines, we come together to build strength and 
share resources and experience. Our first objective is to unite all cabin 
crew. That’s not just because it sounds nice. We work every day to bring 
Flight Attendants together because it is our power in numbers that makes 
us successful. 

Because we are a union of Flight Attendants for Flight Attendants, AFA has 
unparalleled knowledge of the laws and regulations that govern our Flight 
Attendant profession.  Over the past 70 years, AFA leaders have identified 
and supported the need for specialized departments within our Union to 
address Flight Attendant specific issues. 

• Our Legal and Collective Bargaining Departments form the core of 
our expertise staffed by leading experts on the Railway Labor Act. 

• Our Government Affairs Department is recognized by Congress 
and Government Agencies as the voice of all Flight Attendants in 
the United States

• Our Air Safety, Health and Security Department includes experts 
on air quality, OSHA and security

• Our Employee Assistance Program is an award winning, in 
house, confidential peer program that provides emotional support 
to our members so that we can deal with personal issues while 
maintaining our careers.

Issues are identified by our members and brought to AFA leaders, who then 
utilize the professional resources of AFA to build and execute a strategy to 
address the problem.  These winning strategies involve members through 
documenting abuses, filing grievances, contacting their Members of 
Congress, and, most importantly, through member engagement activities 
such as targeted outreach and informational picketing.  When our members 
collectively take action, we are able to accomplish great things.

This booklet highlights some of the many achievements we have been able 
to achieve together.  We encourage you to learn about the work of AFA-
CWA and share this information with all Flight Attendants.  
  
You play an important role in shaping our union. Each success builds upon 
the next. Our work is never finished. Wear your AFA pin with pride. 

We are Stronger Together and Better Together.
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Flight Attendants, more than most, are directly impacted on a day-to-day 
basis by the decisions of the various federal agencies that govern our 
profession and which are staffed and run by presidential appointees.

 
• FAA and DOT: The Federal Aviation Administration and the 

Department of Transportation have the greatest impact on 
our workplace (the aircraft), our job responsibilities and the 
overwhelming majority of our duties. 

• TSA and DHS: The Transportation Security Agency and the 
Department of Homeland Security determine the level of 
security on the aircraft and our lives and duties as aviation’s last 
line of defense.

 
• HHS: The Department of Health and Human Services oversees 

the procedures and rules for Flight Attendant drug and alcohol 
testing. 

• NMB: The National Mediation Board (NMB) monitors our 
contract negotiations with our employers, determines when and 
if we can go on strike (if membership has voted to do so), and 
supervises the efforts of non-union Flight Attendants to join AFA. 

• The Supreme Court rules on cases that set federal laws 
including marriage equality, women’s reproductive choice, 
rights of our union, and JANUS. Federal judges oversee airline 
bankruptcies and lawsuits over our right to strike and our right to 
represent members as a union. 

• The Department of State negotiates aviation treaties with 
foreign governments that determine where our employers can 
fly and if foreign companies can begin to own and operate our 
airlines. 

• EPA: The Environmental Protection Agency regulates the 
drinking water onboard the aircraft. 

Government Matters for Our Highly Regulated Jobs 

Some of the federal agencies that have a direct and immediate 
impact on all of us:
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Air Safety, Health 
and Security 
Successes
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Air Safety, Health and Security

Issue:

In March 2013, the Transportation Security Administration announced an 
effort to allow a number of items with small blades aboard airline flights—
items which had been banned from flights since the terrorist attacks 
on September 11, 2001, in which hijackers used box cutters to take 
over four commercial jets. Since the ban, some had criticized the TSA’s 
confiscation of items such as pocket knives. The announcement of the 
change drew a strong negative reaction from many associations.

Action:

In the wake of the TSA’s decision to modify the ban on knives, the 
Association of Flight Attendants spoke out against the move. “After 
September 11, the policy changed, and it changed for a reason,” then 
AFA International Vice president Sara Nelson said on NBC’s Today Show 
in the wake of the March announcement. As time went on, opposition 
built outside of the association world, including among a number of 
airline executives and members of Congress. 

AFA banded together with five unions 
representing 90,000 Flight Attendants 
from across the industry and quickly 
mobilized after the TSA announced 
plans to allow knives with blades up 
to 2.36 inches long back onto aircraft 
cabins for the first time since 9/11. 
Knives in the hands of terrorists 
or mentally ill or drunk or drugged 
passengers would have posed a clear 
threat to everyone in the air and in 
airport secure areas.

The Coalition of Flight Attendant Unions was quickly joined by 
organizations representing virtually everyone else potentially affected by 
a new knife policy, including TSA security officers, pilots, gate agents, 
federal air marshals, and airline passengers. The Flight Attendants thank 
the American Federation of Government Employees representing TSA 
Security Officers, the Federal Law Enforcement Officers Association, 
FlyersRights.org, the nation’s largest organization representing air 
travelers, the Coalition of Pilots Associations, the United Airlines chapter 

No Knives on Planes

AFA banded together with 
five unions representing 
90,000 Flight Attendants 
from across the industry 
and quickly mobilized after 
the TSA announced plans 
to allow knives with blades 
up to 2.36 inches long back 
onto aircraft cabins for the 
first time since 9/11.
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of the Air Line Pilots Association, the families of Betty Ong, Sara Low and 
Alfred Marchand as well as Airlines for America, the trade association 
representing U.S. airlines.

AFA enacted a member mobilization drive which included a 
communications strategy, as well as postcard and call in campaigns. The 
coalition developed a legal strategy, participated in rallies and lobbied 
lawmakers to demonstrate our opposition to the TSA’s plans to permit 
knives back into airplane cabins.

On May 6, 2013, each of the five coalition unions representing Flight 
Attendants joined with TSA screeners, pilots, law enforcement officers 
and airline passengers to file a legal petition to the TSA against the rule 
change that sought to permit knives in the aircraft cabin. 

Result:

In June 2013, after months of negative feedback from associations 
and airline-industry unions, the Transportation Security Administration 
announced it was abandoning a plan to loosen restrictions banning 
knives on planes. 

It was a move that drew a strong reaction right out of the gate, and 
with a long period of sustained opposition, Flight Attendants got what 
they wanted: a move against allowing knives to be brought aboard 
commercial flights.

The policy change on small knives was scrapped with this statement 
“After extensive engagement with the Aviation Security Administration, 
law enforcement officials, passenger advocates, and other important 
stakeholders, TSA will continue to enforce the current prohibited items 
list,” the agency said.

AFA formed a coalition that worked with congressional leaders, put 
together a legal team and [arranged] demonstrations at airports.” The 
Coalition of Flight Attendant Unions, a group that includes a number of 
associations and flight unions and represents 90,000 flight attendants, 
wrote on its advocacy site, No Knives on Planes, that TSA’s decision 
to keep the ban intact was welcome and had come after input from the 
coalition’s members. “Terrorists armed only with knives killed thousands 
of Americans on 9/11/2001,” the coalition said in the statement. “As the 
women and men on the front lines in the air, we vowed to do everything 
in our power to protect passengers and flight crews from harm and 
prevent that type of atrocity from happening ever again.”
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The Fight Continued:

While we were successful in thwarting an administrative attempt to roll 
back the prohibition on knives in our cabins, federal legislation was 
needed to keep them off for good. 

September 13, 2017 – As the nation marked 16 years since the 9/11 
terror attacks, bipartisan legislation banning knives on planes was 
introduced in the House and Senate.

 “Never Forget is not just a thought; it is a promise of action,” stated AFA 
International President Sara Nelson. “Sixteen years is far too long to 
wait for passage of common sense legislation to keep knives out of the 
aircraft cabin. Four flights, our friends, our family, our nation’s security – 
all taken in a moment by those with evil in their hearts and small knives 
in their hands. Never again.”

October 3, 2018 – Following the tenacity of AFA leaders, staff and 
members surrounding this highly sensitive safety and security threat is 
finally culminated. Congress passed the FAA Reauthorization bill which 
included a permanent ban on knives in our cabins. Victory!
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Issue

In 1975, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) claimed 
exclusive jurisdiction over workplace safety and health for all aircraft 
crewmembers. Unfortunately, this decision prevented OSHA, which 
regulates the safety and health of most U.S. workers, from protecting 
crewmembers working on aircraft in operation. For decades, Flight 
Attendants have suffered from the lack of occupational safety and health 
regulatory protections. Federal government statistics for workplace 
injuries and illnesses have consistently shown that aircraft cabins are 
dangerous workplaces, with rates for Flight Attendants consistently many 
times higher than those for employees in private industry as a whole.

In 1990, AFA filed a petition for 
rulemaking that asked the FAA 
to adopt selected OSHA safety 
regulations and apply them to 
crewmembers, addressing such 
areas as the recording and reporting 
of injuries; access to employee 
exposure and medical records; right 
to inspections; safety definitions; the 
handling of hazardous materials; 
personal protective equipment; 
medical and first aid; fire protection, 

and toxic and hazardous substances. In submitting this petition, AFA 
sought to fill the void created when the FAA asserted jurisdiction over 
crewmember health and safety, without actually exercising that authority. 
About seven years after AFA petitioned for rulemaking, the FAA finally 
responded in June 1997, with a one-page rejection letter.

Action

This rejection led to extensive pressure exerted by Flight Attendants 
and AFA; finally, a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) was signed 
on August 7, 2000 by the then-FAA Administrator and OSHA Assistant 
Secretary. The MOU directed FAA and OSHA to “establish a procedure 
for coordinating and supporting enforcement … with respect to the 
working conditions of employees on aircraft in operation … and for 
resolving jurisdictional questions.” Unfortunately, the January 2001 
change of administration in Washington slowed the process and led to a 

In submitting this petition, AFA 
sought to fill the void created 
when the FAA asserted 
jurisdiction over crewmember 
health and safety, without 
actually exercising that 
authority. About seven years 
after AFA petitioned for 
rulemaking, the FAA finally 
responded in June 1997, with 
a one-page rejection letter.

OSHA Regulation in the Cabin
Air Safety, Health and Security & Government Affairs
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watered-down voluntary program that failed to attract participants.

Given the historic denial by FAA of safety and health regulatory 
protections for Flight Attendants working in the cabin, it was decided that 

AFA would:

1. Hold firm and act upon our long-held conviction that Congress 
and the Administration, including FAA and OSHA, must adopt 
existing OSHA regulatory protections for Flight Attendants while 
working in the cabin;

2. Support adoption of those OSHA regulatory protections that 
do not impact aviation safety, as identified in the 2000 MOU: 
Bloodborne Pathogens; Occupational Noise Exposure; Hazard 
Communication; Recordkeeping; Access to Employee Exposure 
and Medical Records; and the Anti-Discrimination (Whistleblower) 
provision of the 1970 Occupational Safety and Health Act; and

3. Encourage Federal OSHA to claim exclusive jurisdiction over 
OSHA cabin safety and health protections, to avoid confusion that 
would result from allowing both Federal OSHA and the more than 
two dozen OSHA State Plan states to apply their (often significantly 
different) separate regulations.

Results

On February 14, 2012, Public Law 112-95—FAA Modernization and 
Reform Act of 2012—was signed into law. This bill included an important 
statute—Sec. 829, Clarification of memorandum of understanding with 
OSHA—that finally brought meaningful safety and health protections 
to Flight Attendants working in the cabin, by requiring the FAA to report 
to Congress within six months of bill passage (by August 14, 2012) on 
milestones for completion of work begun under the August 2000 MOU. 

During this six-month period, AFA held both agencies and the industry 
accountable for ensuring that Flight Attendants working on aircraft 
in operation must be covered by comprehensive safety and health 
regulatory protections.

On December 7, 2012, the FAA published its proposal for a new policy 
to address Flight Attendant workplace safety. The FAA requested 
comments, and many AFA members and the AFA Air Safety, Health and 
Security Department (ASHSD) responded with strong statements of 
support (to view these comments, search on “FAA–2012–0953” at 
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www.regulations.gov).

On August 22, 2013, AFA’s long-term work with the FAA and OSHA finally 
led to the FAA policy statement that freed OSHA to begin regulating 
the safety and health of crewmembers working on aircraft in operation, 
correcting a nearly four-decade-old exclusion of OSHA in the passenger 
cabin.

AFA hailed the announcement that several important Occupational 
Safety and Health protections will apply to Flight Attendants working on 
commercial aircraft. 

Going forward, AFA is supporting FAA and OSHA actions that hold the 
industry accountable for documenting compliance, training workers, 
mitigating hazards, and generally making the cabin a safer, healthier 
workplace.

To ensure that Flight Attendants are aware of the right to a safe, healthy 
cabin workplace, ASHSD and the International Communications staff 
created a booklet, OSHA in the Cabin, which reviews the fight for OSHA 
protections and summarizes the protections afforded by the six OSHA 
standards that now apply to Flight Attendants working in the cabin. 
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Issue

Year after year, American Eagle San Juan- 
and Miami-based flight attendants working 
the carrier’s Caribbean certificate, Executive 
Airlines, complained of excessive heat 
in the aircraft cabin during the summer 
months. They claimed it was “dangerously 
hot.” Year after year, American Eagle MEC 
Air Safety, Health and Security Committee 
Chair John Grace fielded their complaints, 
advocated hard to get changes and listened 
to promises of improvements that never 
came.

Action

During the early summer of 2006, Grace and AFA-CWA OSHA 
(Occupational Safety and Health Administration) Specialist Dinkar 
Mokadam decided to think outside of the box. They researched testing 
methods and decided to enlist flight attendants to gather data during 
actual flights using calibrated thermo-hygrometers, devices that look 
like beefed-up, over-the-counter electronic thermometers that take 
precise measurements of temperature and humidity. The testing protocol 
specified that two samples be obtained on each ATR-72 flight in the 
same location in the aircraft, at two easily identified times relative to take 
off and landing — after boarding (the point of maximum heat) and at the 
top of descent (the point of maximum cooling).

Armed with this tool, 25 Flight Attendants flying on the Executive Airlines 
certificate were recruited to assist in the study and instructed in the 
aircraft-specific procedures for recording data developed by Grace and 
Mokadam. The data were captured from a random sampling of flights 
operated under the Executive Airlines certificate during the month of 
August 2006 that operated primarily into and out of the carrier’s two crew 
bases in San Juan and Miami. During the ensuing months, Grace and 
Mokadam entered details from each of the 668 samples collected and 
crunched the numbers. The temperature and relative humidity values 
were combined using a complex mathematical formula defined by the 
federal government’s National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
(NOAA) to determine a heat index for each sample.

Year after year, American 
Eagle MEC Air Safety, 
Health and Security 
Committee Chair John 
Grace fielded their 
complaints, passed them 
on to management and 
listened to promises of 
improvements that never 
came.

Air Safety, Health and Security
Heat Survey – Cabin Temperature
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Cabin conditions on a shocking 80 percent of the flights 
sampled were found to operate within a ‘caution’ to ‘danger’ 
zone in terms of potential effect on human health. The flight 
attendants’ perceptions had been accurate: Passengers and 
crew on Executive Airlines flights were being routinely exposed 
to dangerously hot environments.

Grace and the American Eagle MEC requested a meeting 
with the president and senior staff of Executive Airlines. On 
behalf of AFA-CWA, they presented the data. “After a couple 
of initial comments, management sat silently throughout the 
presentation,” said Grace. “The results were indisputable. At 
the end, the president of Executive was at a loss for words and 
the vice president said, ‘That’s good data. Can we get a copy 
of it?’”

Result

Despite years of complaints about excessive heat in the cabin, 
Executive Airlines management took no action to reverse the 
problem. However, after the results of the AFA-CWA study 
were presented, the aircraft were taken into maintenance 
where a ducting problem was discovered.

History

A catastrophic crash of American Eagle 
Flight 4184 near Roselawn, Indiana, on 
October 31, 1994, was later attributed to a 
design flaw in the ATR-72’s deicing system. 
American Eagle decided to transfer its fleet 
of ATR-72s to its Caribbean certificate at 
Executive Airlines where the aircraft would 
encounter icing conditions less frequently. 
Designed for flight in cooler climates, the 

old turbo propeller aircraft has no cooling system on the ground and 
incorporates a ducting system intended to be reversed in warm weather 
flying. 

After the AFA-CWA study, maintenance crews found the planes were 
ducted to provide maximum heat in the aircraft, not maximum cooling. 
In 2007, the ducting was reversed and, at a cost of $2.2 million, the 
company placed an order for 23 brand new cooling carts.

Executive Airlines 
management took no 
action to reverse the 
problem. However, 
after the results of 
the AFA-CWA study 
were presented, the 
aircraft were taken into 
maintenance where a 
ducting problem was 
discovered.
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Air Safety, Health and Security

Issue

AFA has been a leading advocate for making improvements in the cabin 
and to the aircraft design itself.  The Association of Flight Attendants 
was one of the first organizations to realize that the air quality on board 
the aircraft we fly daily is detrimental to our health, and to the health of 
our passengers.  There is less oxygen in the cabin during flight than on 
the ground. The ventilation rates are kept low to save fuel and increase 
airline profits. Carbon dioxide from passenger exhalation builds up and 
is recirculated. Neurotoxic jet engine oil fumes, ozone and gases from 

cabin furnishings can also be present. 
Throw cigarette smoke, a known 
carcinogen, into this suffocating mix 
and you have a deadly environment for 
Flight Attendants.  

Flight Attendants voiced concerns about 
headaches, burning eyes and throats, the dizziness, and the haze that 
were all too-frequent companions on their trips that allowed smoking.  
Flight Attendants reported developing chronic respiratory diseases, and 
that some were unable to fly because of tobacco smoke, particularly 
those who developed allergies to it. These acute and chronic respiratory 
problems, and other health issues associated with tobacco smoke, led 
our union to vocally pursue resolution to the health and safety concerns 
of our Flight Attendant members.  

The Early Background

Efforts by Flight Attendants and health advocates to make commercial 
airlines smoke-free were slow moving between 1969 and 1984 and 
generally resulted in maintenance of the status quo. 

There were modest exceptions; non-smoking sections were established 
on US carriers in 1973 and a ban on cigar and pipe smoking was 
created.  AFA International submitted comments supporting the ban,  
noting however that continuing to restrict pipe and cigar smokers to 
the back of the plane does not solve ventilation problems that allowed 
Flight Attendants and passengers to be exposed to second hand smoke 
throughout the cabin.

Smoking Ban and Air Quality

Throw cigarette smoke, a 
known carcinogen, into this 
suffocating mix and you 
have a deadly environment 
for Flight Attendants.  
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Realizing that research was needed on the effects of cabin atmosphere 
and conditions, AFA launched a survey of our members on eye 
problems.  Of the 774 Flight Attendants that responded, 95% reported 
eye discomfort.  More than 90% of the respondents indicated smoke 
in the cabin as a major cause of eye discomfort.  This survey was later 
referenced in the 1986 study, “The Airliner Cabin Environment” 
Throughout those years, our union continued testifying before 
Congressional Subcommittees describing hundreds of cases of 
Flight Attendants made sick by cigarette smoke and emphasizing the 
risks associated with second-hand smoke and the real risks being 
encountered by our members. 

A Breakthrough Report

Several breakthrough events in the mid 1980s, however, led to an 
abrupt turnaround in regulatory efforts. The work of AFA’s Air Safety and 
Health Department, its Congressional testimony and the participation 
of AFA Flight Attendant members in surveys and advocacy led to a 
National Academy of Sciences study.  On August 13, 1986, the Academy 
published its groundbreaking study on “The Airliner Cabin Environment.” 
The Academy found that aircraft ventilation systems did not meet the 
same standards required in buildings where smoking was permitted.  
This was an ongoing concern for Flight Attendants since cigarette smoke 
contained toxic chemicals.  The Academy estimated that the exposure 
of a full-time Flight Attendant is equivalent to living with a pack-a-day 
smoker. This exposure increases the risk of lung cancer.  

As a result the Academy proposed a ban on smoking on domestic 
flights.  While several alternatives were explored, such as increasing 
the ventilation rates and reconfiguring the cabin interior to further isolate 
smokers, they were rejected as technically or economically infeasible.

Two-Hour Ban   

A temporary ban on smoking on all commercial flights of two hours or 
less was passed by Congress and signed into law in 1987 representing 
a culmination of an intense six-month lobbying campaign by individual 
Flight Attendants, AFA International and concerned health organizations.  
Letters and postcards sent to legislators from Flight Attendants were 
another vital element of the campaign.    

It did not go through the regular bill drafting, Congressional hearing or 
committee review process.  It was proposed suddenly as an amendment 
to a larger must-pass transportation bill by Congressmember Richard 
Durbin from Illinois.  Neither AFA nor the health groups opposed 
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to smoking knew if we could actually secure sufficient votes and 
pass the bill but we were successful. Once it passed the House of 
Representatives, we had a full scale legislative battle in the Senate.

The two groups working aggressively in opposition to the ban were 
the Tobacco Institute, which represents the tobacco company interests 
and the airline pilots.  Pilots feared smokers would sneak cigarettes, 
particularly in lavatories, and potentially cause a serious fire risk.  The 
air carriers were opposed to the ban fearing an adverse reaction from 
their passengers.  However, they did not mount a major effort.  The 
Department of Transportation and the Federal Aviation Administration 
were not active in the legislative process.  In addition, it was not a major 
cost or safety issue in their eyes.  It did not impose new costs on either 
the government or the carriers.  Nor did it affect congestion in the sky or 
at airports, the quality of aircraft maintenance, etc.  The only two labor 
groups actively involved were AFA, in strong support of the ban, and the 
pilots in strong opposition.  In the end, we were victorious and a two hour 
ban went into effect.  The bill also included information making it a civil 
penalty to tamper, disable or destroy smoke detectors in the lavatory. 

The ban was due to expire in April 1990. Throughout 1989, AFA’s 
campaign for a total permanent smoking ban was in full gear. One 
crucial effort came in July 1989 when AFA mailed a brochure to all 
26,000 members containing four pre-printed postcards: one for their 
Representative, two for their Senators and one to be returned to AFA.  
It stated:

The tobacco lobby is generating tens of thousands of letters to Congress 
to bring back smoking on all aircraft. The tobacco lobby claims that 
Flight Attendants are not getting sick from breathing cigarette smoke…
Congress has heard from the tobacco lobby, but has it heard from you?  
 
That same month, AFA members distributed 15,000 leaflets at nine 
airports nationwide to passengers. Many who were shocked to learn the 
two hour smoking ban was set to expire. 

Total Domestic Smoking Ban  

AFA approached Representative Durbin to help us pass a total ban 
on smoking on domestic flights.  In the Senate, we turned to Senator 
Frank Lautenberg from New Jersey.  Since the Chairman of both the 
Subcommittee and Full Committee responsible for hearing this legislation 
were from tobacco states and adamantly opposed to anti-smoking 
legislation, we turned to Representative Durbin and Senator Lautenberg 
who both served on key Appropriation Committees.  Since appropriations 
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bills must pass each Congress, it was decided that once again AFA and 
the anti-smoking coalition would attempt to add amendments to these 
larger transportation appropriations bill. Once again, our major opponent 
was the powerful and wealthy Tobacco Institute but this time, the pilots 
were not active in the fight.

Clearly, we had two years of exemplary proof that the two-hour smoking 
ban was working.  Not only were passengers thrilled by the ban but 
Flight Attendants working those flights were feeling better.  We had no 
examples of lavatory fires and the airlines reported a marked decrease 
in maintenance costs since the nicotine build-up was reduced.  We had 
not seen any planes “fall from the skies” due to the smoking ban and 
instead witnessed a cleaner, healthier and safer airline cabin.  With this 
ammunition, we moved forward on the Appropriations process.

The initial amendment language 
called for a total domestic ban.  The 
Tobacco Institute, seeing this as 
the beginning of a large snowball in 
eliminating smoking in public places, 
pulled out all its resources. On our side 
were the American Heart Association, 

American Lung Association and American Cancer Association, as 
well as airline consumer groups.  The pilots were more supportive as 
were the machinists.  We also received support from the AFL-CIO.  In 
addition, some air carriers quietly lobbied on our behalf – now seeing the 
advantages to banning smoking on aircraft.  The DOT and FAA were still 
silent in this fight.

We participated in hearings, bringing in sick and ailing Flight Attendants 
affected by cigarette smoke.  Added to this support was the change 
in attitude in the US about smoking.  Many passengers became very 
vocal about not liking the smell of smoke on an airplane.  Finally, we 
had the support of many Congressmembers, some of our most frequent 
fliers, who were getting sick on airplanes because of the smoke.  With 
this positive help and despite the Tobacco Institutes’ opposition, the 
language moved forward and passed in both House and Senate.  In the 
end, during a conference committee to work out differences in the bill, a 
compromise ban was reached. The bill was signed into law on November 
21, 1989 and became effective on February 25, 1990.  It permanently 
banned smoking on all continental domestic flights, and Flights of six 
hours or less to or from Hawaii or Alaska.  This left about one percent of 
the flights smoking.  In time, all the carriers flying these trips announced 
they would make these Flights smoke free as well.

The Tobacco Institute, 
seeing this as the 
beginning of a large 
snowball in eliminating 
smoking in public places, 
pulled out all its resources.
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Ban on International Flights

Smoking had been banned on all commercial flights within the United 
States since 1990, but International Flights were treated differently.  The 
United Nations and the International Civil Aviation Organization had both 
endorsed a ban on smoking on international Flights by July 1996. But 
neither agency has any enforcement power, relying only on the pressure 
of public opinion. While the US Government worked on attempting 
to create bilateral agreements with other nations directly, AFA also 
continued our campaign to support an international ban. 

On July 1, 1996, AFA petitioned the Secretary of Transportation to ban 
smoking on all commercial airline Flights between the US and a foreign 
point and all Flights on domestic air carriers.  The petition stated that 
the current domestic smoking ban, while laudable, was inadequate to 
protect the crewmembers and public from the health consequences of 
passive smoking on flights to and from the US.  It was time to end the 
disparate treatment by prohibiting smoking on international Flights and 
give international crew and passengers the same right to a smoke free 
atmosphere as their domestic counterparts.  

AFA also continued to testify on the subject and on October 5th, 1999, 
which led to  Senate passage of  a  Federal Aviation Administration bill, 
that included a clause to make all flights to and from the US smokefree.  

The next year President Clinton signed this Wendell H. Ford Aviation 
Investment and Reform Act of the 21st Century into law, making all flights 
to and from the U.S. smokefree.  The act was effective June 2, 2000.  

Ban on Charter Flights

Continuing to recognize that our Charter Flight Attendant members 
should also be afforded the same health protections and most other 
Americans, we pursued a smoking ban on charter Flights.  On February 
14, 2012, the FAA’s Modernization and Reform Act (HR 658) became 
law. The Act banned smoking on all passenger flights including charter 
Flights as long as the operation required a working Flight Attendant.

Result

AFA was a crucial part of working with other health advocates to use an 
incremental advocacy process to push for smoking and non-smoking 
sections of US commercial flights, then for smoking bans on short 
domestic flights and finally a completely smoke-free domestic and 
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international flights.  All the while 
battling advocates of the tobacco 
industry’s message that claimed 
that no study demonstrated a 
scientifically significant risk to 
non-smokers or that it could 
cause lung cancer.  

After all those years of hard 
work, we finally reached our 
goal.  First, in 1987 the two-hour 
smoking ban legislation passed Congress. Eventually we had a total ban 
on all US Commercial Flights regardless of the destination.  

Our efforts to improve the cabin environment span the last three 
decades. But our work is not done.  From the smoking ban to today’s 
current discussions on air quality regarding the need to produce an 
aircraft that does not use engine bleed air for cabin air supply, that can 
sometimes contain toxic engine oil fumes, we continue our efforts. 

AFA was a crucial part of working 
with other health advocates to 
use an incremental advocacy 
process to push for smoking 
and non-smoking sections of 
US commercial flights, then for 
smoking bans on short domestic 
flights and finally a completely 
smoke-free domestic and 
international flights.
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EAP Successes
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Employee Assistance Program (EAP) & Air Safety, Health and Security

Issue

In October 2014, the AFA MEC Leadership at Frontier Airlines notified the 
International Office that Flight 1143 transported a known Ebola infected 
healthcare worker from Cleveland to Dallas/Fort Worth on Oct. 13. This 
report triggered numerous concerns including:

Was the Centers for Disease Control 
and Prevention (CDC) notified and what 
guidance and/or mandates would they 
direct Frontier to follow for this specific 
exposure and for any airlines if there are 
future exposures?
What actions were Frontier taking 
relative to the health and safety of the 
affected crew?

• What actions were Frontier taking to abate pandemic anxiety for 
the balance of the Frontier Airlines employees? 

• What actions should AFA take to help minimize pandemic 
anxiety across the Flight Attendants AFA-wide who would wake 
up to this news?

A Collaborative Approach to Ebola Exposure

In October 2014, the 
AFA MEC Leadership at 
Frontier Airlines notified 
the International Office that 
Flight 1143 transported 
a known Ebola infected 
healthcare worker from 
Cleveland to Dallas/Fort 
Worth on Oct. 13.
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• What guidance could AFA develop for its leaders and member 
airlines should a similar exposure incident occur again? 

On the morning of the Ebola exposure notification, AFA international 
officers held a stakeholder meeting consisting of Frontier MEC 
Officers and International Staff from the Air Safety Health and 
Security Department (ASHSD), Employee Assistance Program (EAP), 
Government Affairs and Communications. ASHSD arranged to have a 
representative from CDC call into the meeting to share its guidance. It 
became clear during this initial conference call that: 

• CDC had limited understanding of airline operations.

• Existing guidance for airline management, Flight Attendant 
unions, and exposed crewmembers was insufficient. 

 
• Frontier Airlines was unclear what actions it should or would be 

taking.

Action

Based on the lack of regulatory guidance and company action plans, it 
was decided that: 

1. International AFA EAP and ASHSD Directors would immediately 
develop written guidance for presentation by the MEC to Frontier. 

This guidance would include the immediate in-sheltering of exposed 
crew members to reduce any risk of contagion, contagion anxiety from 
fellow crew members, passengers and family members, and mitigate 
discrimination against the crew. The MEC would also advocate for full 
flight pay loss protection during the in sheltering period.  

2. International ASHSD would educate CDC on airline operations and 
encourage CDC to adopt AFA’s guidance on preventing and preparing for 
future airline exposures.

3. International ASHSD would work with various federal agencies, 
including the FAA, CDC, NIOSH, and OSHA, to encourage development 
of regulatory and guidance materials that improve protections for workers 
and the public from the effects of Ebola and other, future communicable 
disease exposures.

4. International AFA EAP and the MEC/LEC Frontier AFA EAP committee 
representatives would develop a response plan to support the exposed 
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in-sheltering Flight Attendants and those 
impacted by the news of this exposure within 
24 hours.

5. AFA International ASHSD and EAP would 
develop communications and fact sheets for 
AFA MECs addressing Flight Attendant Ebola 
concerns.

6. There would be on-going conference calls 
with AFA International and the Frontier MEC to refine the action plan and 
support the AFA MEC Leadership through this evolving situation.  

Result
Immediate

The MEC worked collaboratively with Frontier Airlines to address 
this stressful incident by, for example, ensuring that Flight Attendants 
received full flight pay loss compensation during in-shelter periods until 
released by their local health department.  

Frontier Airlines removed the Flight 1143 aircraft from service and 
confirmed that it received a deep cleaning.

Each exposed Flight Attendant was provided individual daily support by 
an assigned local EAP committee member.

Weekly support meetings were conducted by conference call with the 
exposed flight attendants, EAP and their union leaders to allow these 
flight attendants to share their strategies on surviving in-sheltering and to 
have an open Q and A forum with their leaders. A return to work support 
meeting was also held to identify strategies to deal with flying partners’ 
comments and questions. 

Long Term

A checklist of AFA regulatory proposals has been developed to 
ensure prevention of employee exposures, proper cleaning of aircraft, 
appropriate response to potential onboard exposure incidents, and 
proactive planning by management and training for employees.

Full written guidance is now readily available to assist AFA leaders 
in responding to an airline employee exposure during communicable 
disease outbreaks.   

Full written guidance 
is now readily 
available to assist AFA 
leaders in responding 
to an airline employee 
exposure during 
communicable disease 
outbreaks.  
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The role of local health departments in monitoring the well-being of 
exposed individuals has been clarified.

Several airlines developed and implemented communicable disease 
scenarios as part of their training programs.

CDC and OSHA guidance documents were modified to address not just 
workers, but also employers, since most individual workers are not in a 
position to acquire the personal protective equipment, procedures, and 
training necessary to protect themselves from communicable disease 
exposures.

A tool developed by OSHA to specify personal protective equipment 
for workers at risk for exposure to Ebola was modified to increase 
recommended protections for airline cabin crew as a result of ASHSD 
review and comment.

NIOSH initiated an on-going research and development effort, in 
collaboration with ASHSD, to build and test equipment that will allow 
effective isolation of passengers who are displaying symptoms of a 
communicable disease (e.g., coughing, sneezing) while onboard a 
commercial flight, even if all seats are occupied.
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Issue

Flight Attendants and pilots work under nearly identical and strict 
regulations of the Department of Transportation (DOT) and Federal 
Aviation Administration (FAA) regarding drug and alcohol use. Both 
groups are subjected to drug and alcohol testing on a random basis; 
following a serious aircraft incident or accident; or based on suspicion of 
co-workers and supervisors.

However there are major differences between Pilots and Flight 
Attendants as it relates to drug and alcohol rule violations. For the past 
30 years, pilots have been afforded substance abuse education and peer 
intervention services to prevent test positives.   Those pilots who tested 
positive for prohibited substances have had access to a rehabilitation 
and recovery process and if a pilot complies with the recovery program, 
he/she may return to flying. These efforts are made possible through the 
Human Intervention Management Study (HIMS) funded by the Federal 
Aviation Administration.

On the other hand, Flight Attendants have never been afforded 
prevention and early intervention services through a recognized FAA 
program. Moreover, Flight Attendants who test positive are usually 
terminated and have little to no access to treatment making recovery 
improbable.

The disparity between Flight Attendants 
and pilots was a growing outrage for the 
AFA EAP peers who witnessed this lack 
of equity on a day to day basis. In a 2006 
strategic planning session of MEC EAP 
Chairs, the chairs declared it their strategic 
initiative to right this wrong and requested 
the International AFA EAP Department to 
assist. 

In December 2006, AFA spearhead a campaign to obtain parity with 
pilots by securing a HIMS type program for the nation’s Flight Attendants. 
After a series of steps outlined below, the program became a reality on 
September 09, 2010.

Employee Assistance Program (EAP)

The disparity between 
Flight Attendants and 
pilots was a growing 
outrage for the AFA EAP 
peers who witnessed this 
lack of equity on a day to 
day basis.

Developing a Flight Attendant Drug and Alcohol 
Program (FADAP)
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Barrier to the Solution

AFA EAP is tasked with monitoring the services and resources of all 
aviation related assistance programs to stay current on the trends 
within the EAP industry and to find points of collaboration. AFA EAP 
reps informally surveyed company and union sponsored “assistance 
programs” to garner their support for such programming. Unfortunately, 
they confirmed that other assist programs which should be the most 
supportive of our goal did not feel that Flight Attendants needed the 
special resources of a HIMS type program. Clearly there was a lack 
of understanding of Flight Attendants vulnerabilities and need for 
specialized services even within co-worker peer assistance programs

The AFA EAP Department contacted the FAA. They also opposed a 
HIMS type program for Flight Attendants. It was added work and the 
need was not recognized or understood.

Action

AFA EAP, the International President’s Office, and the Government 
Affairs Director met to discuss strategy to secure legislative authority and 
funding for a HIMS type program.

The International President’s Office was tasked with getting AFA Board 
endorsement for this initiative, a commitment from the Coalition of Flight 
Attendant Unions to support this endeavor and a commitment from ALPA 
not to block our efforts to secure a HIMS Type program.

The Government Affairs Director was tasked with bringing forward 
the legislative language including demonstrated need and support for 
the initiative if the AFA EAP committee members could produce such 
documentation. The Government Affairs Director was also tasked with 
working in parallel with the Director of ALPA government affairs to keep 
our legislative initiative viable. 

The AFA EAP MEC Chairs and the AFA EAP Department determined that 
program endorsement by both Flight Attendant Labor and Management 
Leaders was necessary to gain legislative support. But how could we get 
these 2 groups in a room to discuss Flight Attendant Drug and Alcohol 
Issues and convince them to support a HIMS Type Program for Flight 
Attendants?   The AFA EAP met with the US Department of Health and 
Human Services, Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services. They 
recommended that AFA conduct a high visibility “SUMMIT” with the White 
House, Department of Labor, and other DOT recognized Peer Program 
Specialists to entice these stakeholders to come together. With funding 
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secured from a private grant, AFA EAP Chairs along with peer reps 
within the Coalition of Flight Attendants identified the guest list for Labor 
and Management leaders while the AFA EAP Department worked on 
securing the speakers and agenda. Two such summits, called “Return to 
the Cabin I and Return to the Cabin II were ultimately held using outside 
funding.   One was held at the Pew Charitable Trust in Washington DC in 
October 2008 and the other at the “Dancing Bear Lodge” in Townsend, 
Tennessee in March 2009. The most important product of both of these 
summits was a VALUE STATEMENT which supported the creation of a 
HIMS type program for Flight Attendants written by both Flight Attendant 
Labor and Management Leaders

Finally, the AFA EAP Department was tasked with compiling the 
research and rationale for implementing a HIMS type program based 
on the unique clinical needs of Flight Attendants, transportation safety, 
and return on investment. The EAP Department was also tasked with 
developing a proposal and budget for submission to Congress.

The materials and endorsement put together from these efforts were 
delivered in a final document as testimony by the AFA International 
President before the subcommittee on transportation, housing and urban 
development, and related agencies of the committee on appropriations 
on April 10th 2009. 

Result

But today, there is a HIMS-Type program for Flight Attendants which 
has secured funding by the FAA between 9/2010 through 9/2013 . The 
administration of FADAP was awarded to AFA EAP in recognition of its 
expertise and capabilities in this arena. While FADAP does not provide 
an automatic second chance for Flight Attendants who test positive, 
it allows for Flight Attendant Leaders and Managers to come together 
to discuss best practices for Flight Attendants, to develop enhanced 
services for Flight Attendants and to dialogue around the value of 
returning recovering Flight Attendant to their cabins.

AFA committee members are the front line 
of defense for AFA and the profession. 
They see the inequities and the needs of 
Flight Attendants.   AFA committees are the 
framers of the solution but they may need 
assistance and resources in executing 
them. The task of securing the legislative 
and funding authority for FADAP was a 
four year strategic initiative that included 

The task of securing the 
legislative and funding authority 
for FADAP was a four year 
strategic initiative that included 
all levels of AFA, several 
International Departments, 
inclusion of the Coalition of 
Flight Attendants Unions, and 
outside experts and funding 
sources.   
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all levels of AFA, several International Departments, inclusion of the 
Coalition of Flight Attendants Unions, and outside experts and funding 
sources.   

The Wings of Sobriety Pin

The Wings of Sobriety pin represents a Flight Attendant’s pride in and 
willingness to openly discuss with flying partners her/his successful 
journey in recovery from a substance use disorder.

The pin was designed by a Flight Attendant in recovery and is distributed 
by the Flight Attendant drug and alcohol program at no cost to you.  

If you would like a pin or would like to know more about recovery, contact 
FADAP at www.fadap.org or at (855) 33 FADAP.  

FADAP is a Flight Attendant peer support prevention, early intervention 
and referral program managed by the AFA EAP and funded by the FAA
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Issue

As the emotional shock of September 11th began to be absorbed by 
Flight Attendants over weeks and months, a secondary wave of trauma 
rolled across the Flight Attendant profession in the form of base closures, 
furloughs and hiring freezes.  Local AFA Employee Assistance Program 

(EAP) Reps and Leaders were swamped 
with calls from Flight Attendants facing 
yet another assault on their profession. 
In total, over 11,000 members (22% of 
AFA’s 50,000 members) were furloughed 
in the aftermath of 9/11. This also 
represented an unemployment rate 350% 
higher than in the general population. 

The unemployment crisis in the Flight 
Attendant profession was somewhat masked because of the way Flight 
Attendants are scattered across the country. 

For example, there was only a noticeable concentration of laid off AFA 
Flight Attendants in six states including Virginia (602), Pennsylvania 
(1728), North Carolina (957), Illinois (938), Florida (829), and California 
(1753). On average, 108 unemployed AFA members were distributed 
across each of the other 44 states. 

Barriers to the Solution

The EAP has historically assisted localized groups of members 
threatened with job displacement, but nothing at the scale following 9/11.
To begin assisting with the massive numbers of members on furlough, 
the AFA EAP had identified a number of states that were awarded 
“National Emergency Grants” (NEG) to assist approximately 15,000 
dislocated workers in the airline and other related industries.  Included 
among those states were Missouri, Florida, Colorado, Georgia, Indiana, 
Nevada, Texas, and Minnesota. 

It initially did not appear that Flight Attendants were well represented 
among the beneficiaries of these grants or other unemployment 
resources.  There were a number of contributing factors, including:

In total, over 11,000 
members (22% of 
AFA’s 50,000 members) 
were furloughed in the 
aftermath of 9/11. This 
also represented an 
unemployment rate 350% 
higher than in the general 
population.

Flight Attendants’ Access to Unemployment /
Retraining Resources
Employee Assistance Program (EAP)
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1. A lack of knowledge about the availability of NEG funds. 

There is no national database readily available to identify the availability 
of these awards. The AFA EAP Department had to conduct research on 
these awards one state at a time. We had no reliable details on how fund 
notices were distributed once awarded to the states, how unemployed 
workers were notified about these resources, what specific occupations 
were the beneficiaries, what service access method was utilized and 
whether funds were still available for Flight Attendant participation. 

2. The lack of significant Flight Attendant populations in the 
awarded states. 

Many of the states that we identified as receiving grants for airline 
workers were not states where concentrations of our members resided. 

3. Lack of flexibility in serving those eligible workers who reside in 
another state.

For all practical purposes, NEG funds are tied to the state where the 
employer offered work. Typically, this is not an issue as long as the states 
where work was located and where the worker resides are the same. 
However, many Flight Attendants don’t live in the same state where they 
work; many fly or “commute” to work. So, while they may be eligible, 
commuters don’t have services that are easily accessible or portable to 
their state of residency. 

4. Lack of familiarity and experience with NEG funds and One Stop 
Career Centers.

The demographics and work experiences of our AFA members present 
other obstacles to using career transition resources and services were 
identified. Many of our members had never transitioned from one career 
to another before; they have been professional Flight Attendants their 
entire working career. Many have been employed by the same airline 
for their entire career or transitioned to another employer within the 
airline industry by merger, bankruptcy or take-over. As a result, Flight 
Attendants have typically had little experience with dislocated worker 
resources like NEG funds and the Department of Labor “One Stop 
Career Center” services because they’ve not had to use them. 

Action

The AFA EAP Department is tasked, in part, with understanding and 
monitoring federal and state resources that can assist individual 
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members with their personal and work-related concerns. Following 9/11 
the AFA EAP was looking for ways to ensure the continued health and 
welfare of our dislocated members by partnering with public and private 
entities in efforts to educate Flight Attendants about, and fast-track them 
into, needed re-employment and re-training services. Below are the 
collaborations, steps and outcomes toward that solution.

1. The AFA EAP Department met with the Department of Labor and 
persuaded them to create and implement a customized telephone 
script to be used by all Customer Service Reps at the One Stop Career 
Centers throughout the United States. 

2. In a coordinated effort involving the AFA EAP Department, AFA’s 
Government Affairs Director, and the AFA International President’s Office, 
the union met with the Department of Labor to advocate for the creation 
of a national NEG for Flight Attendants, in order to provide services 
across state lines. DOL refused because grants can only be awarded 
within individual states, but AFA was later able to use our knowledge 
gained through this research to request NEG grants to secure such 
services for the Flight Attendants affected by the Aloha Airlines and ATA 
closures. 

3. The AFA EAP Department, with oversight by the International 
Secretary-Treasurer’s Office, applied for and secured two grants (Project 
Liberty and the September 11th Fund) that supported the deployment of 
local AFA EAP reps around the system to educate Flight Attendants on 
employment and mental health resources to send targeted mailings to 
Flight Attendants home addresses and, to provide free in-home mental 
health counseling. 

4. The AFA EAP Department, the AFA International President’s Office 
and the AFL-CIO’s Working For America Institute secured funding for 
AFA’s participation in the 9/11 Airport Worker Resource Center which 
provided stipend dollars to Flight Attendants involved in re-employment 
and retraining programs. The grant also funded local AFA EAP peers to 
identify and conduct intakes on these dislocated Flight Attendants.  

Result

Our collective efforts in the aftermath of 9/11 helped thousands of our 
members deal with the immediate effects of an industry-wide crisis and 
the individual disruption that went with unprecedented mass furloughs. 
In addition, that work and what we learned continues to have a positive 
impact on Flight Attendants’ lives, completely separate from 9/11 itself.
The AFA EAP Department continues to provide national, state and local 
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resources to individual members 
concerned about job separation. 
The AFA EAP Website offers access 
to many of these resources. AFA 
Leaders whose domiciles/airlines are 
challenged with furloughs, strikes, 
aircraft groundings, closures, and other 
job losses or disruptions can secure 
customized resource assistance for 
their members, including coordination 
of resource fairs, through the 
collaborative efforts of the EAP Department and AFA’s International Staff 
Reps. 

As a result of the work of our EAP Department following 9/11, 
these resources are now available to address diverse membership 
configuration, including large commuter populations. We now offer a full 
complement of services including web resourcing, telephonic resourcing, 
resource fairs, one-on-one in-domicile resourcing and services through 
external partners like the rapid response state teams, Community 
Service Department of the AFL-CIO, United Way and the Department of 
Labor.  

Our collective efforts in 
the aftermath of 9/11 help 
thousands of our members 
deal with the immediate 
effects of an industry-wide 
crisis and the individual 
disruption that went with 
unprecedented mass 
furloughs.
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Government 
Affairs 

Successes
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Government Affairs
Known Crewmember ― KCM

Issue:

Following the tragic events of 9/11, Congress established a commission 
to research and generate a report of the events that led up to the terrorist 
attacks. The Commission’s findings were published in a report which was 
finalized in July 2004. 

Recommendations from the 9/11 security commission provided the basis 
for a bill in the House of Representatives to provide alternate screening 
procedures for crewmembers. AFA worked with the chairman to ensure 
that Flight Attendants were included in the final version of the bill. Work 
on the bill began in early 2007 and the initial legislative drafts required 
development of a screening procedure for pilots.

Shortly after the May 2007 introduction of the bill, the Air Line Pilots 
Association (ALPA), issued a report calling for the creation of an 
alternative screening system based upon the Cockpit Access Security 
System (CASS).  CASS uses the employee databases of participating 
airlines to electronically confirm, in real time,  the identity and 
employment status of pilots so that they may gain access to secure 
areas including the cockpits/jumpseats of airplanes belonging to 
companies other than their own. 

As the test program for pilots was underway, AFA began to work with 
our member carriers to ensure that once the system was expanded 
the congressional requirement for crew member inclusion would be 
followed. In 2009 the AFA board of director’s passed a resolution urging 
member airlines to work with their companies to implement an alternative 
screening procedure. While the majority of AFA carriers entered into 
discussion with the carriers on the benefits of alternative screening, two 
carriers Alaska and Air Wisconsin started to have programs ready to 
launch. 

As new screening technologies, Advanced Imaging Technology (AIT) 
scanning machines, were deployed in over 68 airport locations, the TSA 
implemented new enhanced screening procedures at security check 
points. Any person who did not want to utilize the new AIT machines, 
and alarmed at a walk-through metal detector, would be subjected to 
an “enhance” pat-down. On Thanksgiving weekend a roll-out was done 
without consultation of industry, labor groups and the traveling public. 
When a Memphis pilot refused to submit to the new screening 
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procedures and was subsequently denied access to his aircraft; TSA, 
faced with a public outcry announced that Pilots would be exempt from 
the new screening procedures and that the TSA would expand the CASS 
expedited screening system – for pilots only. 

On August 11, 2011 TSA started another expedited alternate screening 
program similar to Crew PASS called Known Crewmember (KCM). 
Despite having the same background checks as pilots, including the 
requirement to pass a 10-year background check, TSA continued to 
refuse Flight Attendant enrollment in KCM.

Action:

On November 19, 2010 AFA-CWA held 
a meeting with TSA Administrator John 
Pistole to discuss the concerns of our 
members about these procedures and 
to reiterate our call for TSA to implement 
CrewPASS that would provide flight 
attendants with a noninvasive method of 
screening. At this meeting TSA said that 
Pilots and Flight Attendants would be 
subjected to the exact same screening procedures and the Administrator 
agreed to work with the AFA on a range of security related issues; 
include screening procedures. 

An all-call was put out to Flight Attendants requesting they contact their 
member of Congress and demand that the TSA administrator include 
Flight Attendants in KCM. 

The TSA was still hesitant to formally commit to alternative screening 
for flight attendants. As a result, AFA participated in several subsequent 
follow-up conversations and meeting with TSA. AFA also reached out to 
Congressional Leadership and asked for their support; AFA maintained 
that any alternative screening procedures must be applied equally to all 
crew members and Congress agreed. 

On March 21, 2012, then AFA International Vice President, Sara Nelson 
testified before the Senate Appropriations Subcommittee on Homeland 
security. Her testimony called for the expedited inclusion of Flight 
Attendant into the Known Crewmember Program.

An all-call was put out to 
Flight Attendants requesting 
they contact their member 
of Congress and demand 
that the TSA administrator 
include Flight Attendants in 
KCM. 
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Result:

AFA members helped to keep this important issue at the forefront. As 
the leading advocate for Flight Attendant inclusion since the moment 
the program was first conceived, we left no stone unturned. On July 
23, 2012 AFA achieved TSA inclusion of Flight Attendants in the Known 
Crewmember Program. This victory would not have been possible 
without the hard work and contributions of Flight Attendants across the 
industry, the AFA Government Affairs department/ committees, the AFA 
Air, Safety, Health and Security department/ committees and the AFA 
International Officer’s and staff support. 

Lifetime AFA members at USAirways were the first in the industry to 
transit KCM checkpoints. We continue to press all airlines to take part in 
the program.
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Issue

In the early 1990s, members of the House of Representative began 
work on a Federal law that would guarantee a worker time off in times of 
personal medical need. In 1992, both the U.S. House of Representatives 
and the Senate passed legislation designed to give caregivers family 
leave without the risk of losing their job. The legislation, the Family 
Medical Leave Act (FMLA) was vetoed by President George H.W. Bush. 

After President Bill Clinton took office, the Family and Medical Leave 
Act was signed into law in 1993. The purpose was to provide 12 weeks 
of unpaid leave for employees who worked 60 percent of a full time 
schedule in a 12 month period to care for a sick relative or a new child 
or recover from illness. The 1,250 hour threshold for qualification was 
established based on the traditional 40-hour work week. 

Due to the unique methods in which 
Flight Attendant hours of work are 
calculated, it is virtually impossible 
to meet these minimum standards, 
even though the original intent 
of Congress was to cover Flight 
Attendants and Pilots. Additionally, 
FMLA benefits were further out-of-
reach for Reserve Flight Attendants. 

As the most junior Flight Attendants at any base, they needed the 
flexibility that Family and Medical Leave provides and AFA knew that we 
must right this wrong. 

AFA quickly realized that a legislative solution was needed to correct 
this injustice, but it would be no easy task. As reports came in of Flight 
Attendants being denied FMLA protections, we worked with several 
members of Congress to introduce a fix. AFA then began to work with our 
airlines to provide FMLA-like leaves. 

Action

By 2003, AFA had negotiated FMLA-like policies at many carriers 
however theses protections were being included as a “cost” item 
in negotiations. Resolute that members should not have to pay for 
something guaranteed to all full time workers, a full out AFA campaign to 

Due to the unique methods in 
which Flight Attendant hours 
of work are calculated, it is 
virtually impossible to meet 
these minimum standards, even 
thought the original intent of 
Congress was to cover Flight 
Attendants and Pilots.

Government Affairs
Family Medical Leave for Flight Crew Members
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correct this injustice began in earnest. 

AFA met with members of Congress and looked for sponsors to 
legislations. Having just one or two members of Congress supporting 
our cause was not enough. To move the Congress, AFA members were 
going to have to make that happen. 

AFA started a grassroots campaign; letters, postcards and phone calls to 
Congress urging support for a technical correction to the law. 

As Flight Attendant calls and letters poured into Representative’s 
offices, there were still some opponents, skeptical of signing onto the 
bill that would technically correct this oversight. Once, a Representative 
from Tennessee approached AFA to see how many Flight Attendants 
were residing in his district. After some research, we discovered that 
there were only two Flight Attendants within district lines. A few weeks 
later, after strategically postponing releasing the information to the 

Representative’s office, the AFA 
Government Affairs Director was 
approached by the Congressman 
who indicated that he was ready to 
give his full support to the bill. When 
asked what changed his mind, the 
Representative said that he received 
a letter from one Flight Attendant in 

his district and that was enough for him!

In 2008, AFA members produced brilliant results when they mobilized 
around passage of FMLA protections for airline flight crew in the House 
of Representatives. After receiving thousands of letters and phone calls 
and having face-to-face meetings with AFA members on Capitol Hill and 
on airplanes, elected Representatives threw their support behind the 
Airline Flight Crew Family and Medical Act. On May 20th, the House of 
Representatives passed the Airline Flight Crew Technical Corrections 
Act, H.R. 2744, by a wide margin of 402 to 9. 

The next step was to recreate the same success with the U.S. Senate. 
With the momentum of the House victory, AFA began work on Senators 
across the country and partnered with a coalition of allies like ALPA, AFL-
CIO member unions, and the National Partnership for Women. These 
partnerships are crucial to grassroots campaigns as they often have 
the collective power to turn 60,000 voices into millions. AFA was using 
all tools possible to achieve this important goal including serving as an 
expert witness in Capitol Hill hearings on the issue. 

When asked what changed his 
mind, the Representative said 
that he received a letter from 
one Flight Attendant in his 
district and that was enough 
for him!
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On November 11, 2009, after being deluged by Flight Attendant requests, 
the Senate passed S. 1422 with bi-partisan support and on December 
21, 2009, President Obama signed the FMLA Flight Crew Technical 
Correction Act into law. 

The passage of this legislation means that airline flight crews are now 
eligible for FMLA leave with a minimum of 504 work hours a years and 
at least 60 percent of the employer’s month guarantee or the equivalent 
in the 12 months preceding the leave. On average, a full-time Flight 
Attendant is scheduled for 960 in-flight hours per year.  

But there was still one more hurdle. AFA knew that for Flight Attendants 
to have access to this meaningful victory, we would have to make sure 
that the regulatory implementation, the process of applying the law in 
specific detail as it pertains to workers and business, did not alter the 
intent of the bill that was passed. 

After extensive review and discussion with AFA Government Affairs, the 
Department of Labor announced an official rule making on January 30, 
2012 The rule-making, proposed by the Hour and Wage Division of the 
Department of Labor, provides specific instruction on how to implement 
the technical correction and apply the standards for crewmember 
benefits. The process allowed for public comment, mandatory in this 
process and currently, we are awaiting the final rule to be issued by the 
Department of Labor. 

Result

We achieved the technical correction to the law that forced the 
Department of Labor to write specific instructions to airlines about how it 
should be applied.

With this extraordinary victory AFA once again proved that when we have 
the will, we are capable of changing the laws in our country to better 
serve Flight Attendant interest. 
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Government Affairs
Human Trafficking ― 100,000 Eyes in the Skies

Issue 

Human Trafficking is a modern-day form of slavery.  It is the trade of 
humans, most commonly for the purpose of sexual slavery, forced 
labor, or commercial sexual exploitation for the trafficker or others.  This 
horrible crime is often hidden in plain sight.  

Flight Attendants and airline employees are in a unique and ideal position 
to identify and report human traffickers.  More importantly, they are in a 
position to assist the victims.  If we can identify the signs, we can have 
the authorities meet the aircraft upon landing and perhaps save a life.
Hundreds of Flight Attendants have come forward sharing their stories 
and concerns of a possible human trafficking incident onboard their 
flights.  They continue to be haunted by images of young, scared 
children.  They question their actions and think of what they may have 
been able to do.  

For example, during a routine day at work, a Flight Attendant noticed 
a man travelling with two small children.  Although it was the middle of 
winter and cold, the young girls were wearing only jeans and a t-shirt but 
the man was wearing a coat.  They did not look related and the children 
looked uncomfortable and scared.  When the Flight Attendant asked 
them what they would like to drink, they did not make eye contact and 
the man answered for them.  They were not allowed to speak nor were 
they allowed to respond to any questions asked by the Flight Attendants.   
They did not speak to each other, seemed anxious and avoided eye 
contact with other passengers.  Had we known more about this crime, we 
would have seen the warning signs.

Action

Because of stories like this, Flight Attendants began mobilizing.  Local 
Councils included articles on human trafficking in their newsletters and 
encouraged Flight Attendants to educate themselves.  AFA sponsored 
training at several locations and hundreds of Flight Attendants 
participated.  

At the AFA Board of Director’s Meeting in Chicago in February 2013, 
former Department of Transportation (DOT) Secretary, Ray LaHood 
addressed the Board on the importance of stopping this horrible crime.  
The Board of Directors unanimously voted in favor of adopting a plan 
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to urge the airline industry to include mandatory training to help identify, 
report and stop human trafficking.

In June 2015, AFA launched the Eyes in the Skies Campaign through 
our website hiddeninplanesight.org.  Our mission is to have over 100,000 
trained eyes in the skies to uncover this heinous crime.  Government 
Affairs worked with other AFA Departments, such as the Employee 
Assistance Program (EAP) and Safety, Health and Security, to ensure 
the campaign’s success.  Through this website, Flight Attendants can 
learn about human trafficking, watch educational videos, pledge their 
support and take action on legislation.  

Our Government Affairs Department worked diligently on Capitol Hill 
to pass legislation which would require mandatory training for Flight 
Attendants.  In February 2016, the Secure Our Skies Act was introduced 
by U.S. Representative Dina Titus (D-NV-01) and Barbara Comstock 
(R-VA-10).  

Result

In March, the Senate followed with 
the Stop Trafficking on Planes (STOP) 
Act introduced by Senators Mark 
Warner (D-VA) and Amy Klobuchar (D-
MN).  Thousands of Flight Attendants 
rallied as we urged Congress to pass 
legislation.  This led to the inclusion of 
mandatory human trafficking training 
for Flight Attendants in the 2016 FAA 
Reauthorization Bill.  

The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) created the Blue 
Campaign which fights human trafficking through a variety of programs.  
One of those programs is the Blue Lightning Initiative which trains airline 
personnel to identify potential traffickers and their victims and report 
their suspicions to federal law enforcement. We continue to partner with 
the DHS, DOT and the U.S. Customs and Boarder Protection (CBP) 
and thousands of Flight Attendants have been provided with the Blue 
Campaign Human Trafficking 101 pamphlet.  

A Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) was signed with the CBP 
and DOT and AFA is now a registered partner on the Blue Lightning 
Campaign.  We continue to urge each airline to learn more about using 
Blue Lightning to inform employees about human trafficking and to 
participate in the Blue Lightning Program.

Thousands of Flight 
Attendants rallied as we 
urged Congress to pass 
legislation.  This led to the 
inclusion of mandatory 
human trafficking training 
for Flight Attendants in the 
2016 FAA Reauthorization 
Bill.
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Legal 
Successes
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Issue

Originally, dating back to 1946, contract language provided that no more 
than two “stewardesses” were required to share a room with their own 
bed on layovers.  On flights where there were an odd number of Flight 
Attendants, usually the First Flight Attendant got a single room.  This 
language remained unchanged until 1972 when the condition of arriving 
on the same flight was included. When they started hiring males for the 
domestic flight, if there was only one male, he got the single room.  

There were numerous problems with sharing rooms: 

• smoking vs non-smoking
• disturbing each other’s sleep patterns
• insomnia (nowhere to go to read in the middle of the night but 

the bathroom)
• slam-clickers vs crew party types
• different sexual orientation (perceived or actual)
• European single beds touching each other
• seniority violations - if there was an odd-numbered crew the 

single should go to the most senior but if there was just one 
Flight Attendant of the opposite sex, he got it even if he was the 
most junior.

• no privacy; never alone 
• if your roomie had a cold, flu--you got it too
• windows open vs heat on all night 

People used buddy-bidding to avoid having to room with someone they 
didn’t like.   

Action/Result

AFA pursued this issue through contract negotiations and through 
organizing efforts across the industry. 

Our first success at improving contract language was at United where 
on July 2, 1976, management agreed to single rooms for everyone.  The 
last AFA negotiated single rooms occurred in the early 1990’s at Tower 
Air.

Single Sleeping Rooms
Legal
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For numerous unorganized carriers the issue of shared rooms was 
a primary driver in their desire to become organized.  As more Flight 
Attendants successfully bargained for single rooms, AFA was able to 
use the issue of shared rooms as a primary organizing tool.  Some 
management groups chose to provide single rooms as a way to 
discourage voting for AFA.  

Through AFA’s success at the bargaining table and management’s 
attempts to thwart AFA organizing, we were able to ensure that single 
rooms became the standard throughout the airline industry.
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Issue

In early 2009, PSA Airlines unilaterally ceased providing overnight 
lodging to Flight Attendants when a segment of their trip cancelled while 
in their domicile.  Many PSA Flight Attendants do not live where they are 
domiciled, and as a result, they were forced to pay for their own hotel 
expenses when an overnight trip cancelled at their base.  Because PSA 
did not provide hotel accommodations to Pilots in domicile, it attempted 
to treat the Flight Attendants in the same manner. 

Action

AFA fought back and filed a grievance which was heard by the System 
Board and decided by Arbitrator Peter Meyer.

At arbitration, AFA presented testimony establishing that prior to 2009, 
PSA routinely provided hotel rooms to all Flight Attendants when a trip 
segment cancelled, whether they lived in the domicile or not.  AFA’s Local 
President testified that he was given overnight lodging in his domicile 
on many occasions and had intervened successfully with the inflight 
department to obtain hotel rooms for Flight Attendants in their domiciles.  
Clearly, there was an established practice that PSA had unilaterally 
changed without the Union’s consent.

In addition, AFA Staff Attorney testified that in contract negotiations 
for the 2002 collective bargaining agreement, PSA tried to amend the 
applicable contract section to limit overnight lodging to trips “away from 
domicile.”  The parties, however, never reached agreement on new 
contract language which left the existing contract language and practice 
unchanged.

Result

Based upon the “clear and unambiguous language of the parties’ 
collective bargaining agreement, as well as the competent and credible 
evidence in the record” Arbitrator Meyer found that AFA had proven 
that PSA is contractually obligated to provide hotel accommodations for 
scheduled overnights that occur in the Flight Attendants’ domiciles.   

PSA Flight Attendants now are provided overnight lodging for scheduled 
overnight rest periods wherever they occur, whether in domicile or away 

Contract Violation of Overnight Lodging
Legal
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from domicile.  As a direct result of this decision, PSA Flight Attendants 
have saved thousands of dollars they would have been required to spend 
on hotel rooms due to trip cancellations in their domicile.  In essence, 
AFA successfully fought back PSA’s attempt to shift the cost of hotel 
accommodations to Flight Attendants in their domicile.
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How was the issue presented to the union?

What was the impact of the issue on the Flight Attendant?

What action did the union take to address the issue? At the Local, MEC, 
and International level?

What actions did the members take to support the results?

What AFA Departments were involved in the initial issue and what other 
deartments supported their work?

What was achieved for the Flight Attendants?

Questions
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/afacwa

@afa_cwa

www.afacwa.org

Association of Flight Attendants-CWA
501 3rd Street NW, Washington, DC 20001
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